Abstract-a novel content-based image retrieval framework was presented in this paper. This framework is used to encode primary visual feature and saliency information as natural image features by simulating visual attention mechanism and using the conditional probability. In this framework, the color volume is used as a novel feature to detect saliency areas. Besides, a novel generalized visual feature representation method, namely the conditional probability histogram, is proposed to describe natural image features. It can integrate primary visual features and saliency information into one whole unit. Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm outperform our prior works, namely multi-texton histogram and color difference histogram.
INTRODUCTION
Image retrieval has become a very extensively investigated topic in the field of information retrieval, and it can be classed into two groups: content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and objects-based image retrieval according to the concept of similar images. Generally speaking, CBIR often adopt global feature to describe image content, whereas local features are usually used to describe image contents in objects-based image retrieval. In order to extract global features, several color, texture and shape features are recommended in MPEG-7 standard in many years ago [1] [2] . With development of multimedia technology, how to extract features from the vast amount of image data is a challenging problem. Fortunately, the visual attention mechanisms can help Humans to quickly recognize the conspicuity object in an image or a scene, and this mechanism can made human pay more attention to the conspicuity areas and to discard the unimportant areas.
Since Treisman proposed the feature integration theory of attention in 1980 [3] , several computational models of visual attention have been suggested over the past years. Indeed, the feature integration theory of attention is the base of majorities of computational visual attention models [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , whereas they have not been investigated within content-based image retrieval (CBIR) framework. Moreover, how to construct visual attention model is still an open problem in the field of compute vision.
To address this problem, we propose a novel contentbased image retrieval framework which using color volume for saliency areas detection and then the conditional probability is adopted to distinguish the grade of saliency areas, finally, histogram-based method is used as image representation for CBIR.
II. THE PROPOSED CBIR FRAMEWORK
In image content analysis and understanding, color, intensity and orientation play an important role in describe image content, which are commonly used in many computational models of visual attention [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ,. It is well known that visual perceptual difference between two colors in uniform color space will be related to a measure of Euclidean distance [14] . Furthermore, saliency information plays an important role in pre-attention of visual perception and can provide important information for further processing.
A. Extraction of the primary visual features
Most of the existing saliency model frameworks often use a combination of the primary visual features to generate saliency maps and describe image content [4] . In many color spaces, HSV color space could mimic human color perception well, thus it is adopted to extract the primary visual features. In order to construct histogram representation, such as color-based , orientation-based and intensitybased histogram, H, S and V color channels are uniformly quantized into 6, 3 and 3 bins, respectively, so that it results in total 6×3×3=54 color combinations. Let ( , ) be the color combination or color map, as ( , ) = , ∈ {0,1,.. − 1} , where =54. Intensity information comes from the Value component ( , ). After uniform quantization, we can obtain the intensity map ( , ) , as
( , ) is used to detect edge orientation ( , ) by using Sobel operation. After uniform quantization, we can obtain the edge orientation map = , ∈ {0,1,..,
( , ) and ( , ) are used to construct histogram representation in the stage of describing image contents.
B. The saliency model
According to Treisman's feature integration theory, visual attention can be categorized as pre-attentive stage and focused attention stage [3] . The features are used before integration stages can be considered as the primary visual features. Thus, we need to define the visual features to detect saliency areas. The shape of CIE chromaticity diagram looks like a horseshoe [14] , which is shown in fig 1 (a), so it is very difficult to calculate the color volume of Lab color space. It is one of the reasons why HSV color space is used to compute color volume. The shape of HSV color space can be interpreted as cylinder coordinate system which is shown in fig 1 (b) . It is well known that the cylinder volume can be defined as = • •ℎ ′ , where denotes the radius of cylinder, and ℎ ′ denotes the height of cylinder. Let there is a random dot (ℎ, , ) in cylinder coordinate system, the cylinder volume derived from this dot can be defined as:
When HSV color space to be transformed into Cartesian coordinate system, the color volume derived from this dot (ℎ, , ) can be defined as:
and are used to create Gaussian mid ( ) and ( ) , where ∈ [0 … 4] is the scale. The standard deviation of Gaussian kernel is δ =5.0 in Gaussian filters construction. Deriving from Itti saliency model [5] , center-surround receptive fields are simulated by across scale subtraction " ⊝ " between two maps at the center (c) scale and surround (s) scale, and yield the so-called feature maps:
After center-surround operation, we can obtain 6 feature maps, and then they are combined into a conspicuity maps and at the scale ( =4 ). They are obtained through across-scale addition" ⊕ ", which consists of reduction of each map to scale ( = 4) and point-bypoint addition. It is similar to the manner of Itti's saliency model [5] .
As with Itti's model, (. ) denotes the normalization operator [5] and projects all values into the range [0, 1]. At last, cv would be resized until it has the same size as the original image by using the bilinear interpolation manner. At last, the overall saliency map would be resized until it has the same size as the original image by using the bilinear interpolation manner, then the finally saliency map denoted as ( , ). In order to construct histogram representation, the values of are projected into the range of [0,255].
C. The conditional probability
In probability theory, a conditional probability measures the probability of an event given that another event has occurred [15] . If the event of interest is and the event is known or assumed to have occurred, "the conditional probability of given B", or "the probability of A under the condition B", is usually written as ( | ) . We denote the values of saliency map ( , ) as ( , ) = , ∈ {0,1, … , − 1} . Let (x,y) and ( + ∆ , + ∆ ) be two neighboring pixel locations in image, where ∆x and ∆y are the offsets of x coordinate axis and y coordinate axis, respectively. Denote by ( , ) = and ( + ∆ , + ∆ ) = , then the conditional probability of A given B can be defined as follow:
In order to easily describe the image content, the case of the conditional probability ( | ) where = , is adopted in our algorithm. Indeed, our algorithm focus on "the conditional probability of A given B, where = ", or "the probability of A under the condition B, where = ". As can be seen from figure 2(e), the maps of the conditional probability ( | ) can distinguish the grade of saliency areas.
D. Image representation
Inspired by the prior work, namely micro-structure descriptor [21] , the prior probability is adapted to image representation. The basic idea of our image representation is to generate three histograms considering intensity map, orientation map and color map of the original image via a very special type by using the conditional probability of saliency areas information. The conditional probability histogram of a full color image is defined as follows：
Where
Where conca{ .} denotes the concatenation of , and , where , and denotes the conditional probability histogram within the saliency areas using color, edge orientation and intensity as constraints respectively. The total dimension of conditional probability histogram is 54+36+16=106.
Using the above method to processing the intensity map, orientation map and color map, respectively, we can obtain the conditional probability histogram of them and denote as , and . In this manner, the primary visual features (e.g. intensity, color and orientation) and saliency information are integrated into one whole unit.
III. THE EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS OF CBIR
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, Corel-10K dataset and GHIM-10K dataset are used in our experiments. On Corel-10K dataset, every category contains 100 images of size 192×128 or 128×192 in JPEG format. All Corel images come from Corel Gallery Magic 20, 0000. On GHIM-10K dataset, every category contains 500 images of size 400×300 or 300×400 in JPEG format, and all images are collected by the author (Guang-Hai Liu) from web.
Besides, two other existing CBIR algorithms including multi-texton histogram (Liu et al. 2010 ) and color difference histogram (Liu et al. 2013 ) are used for comparisons.
Both of them are originally developed for CBIR by the author.
In the experiments, we have randomly selected 1000 images and 1000 images from Corel-10K and GHIM-10K dataset as query images, respectively. Canberra distance metric (Lance et al. 1967 ) is used to measure image similarity.
A. Performance metrics
In the field of image retrieval, two terms are the most common measurements used for evaluating the retrieval performance, namely and [18] . In our prior works, they are also used for evaluating the performance of CBIR [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] . They are defined as follows:
Where , and are the three very important parameters. I is the number of images retrieved in the top positions that are similar to the query image, is the total number of images in the database similar to the query, and N is the total number of images retrieved.
In our image retrieval system, =12 and = 100 on Corel-10K dataset, whereas =12 and =500 on GHIM-10K dataset. The final performances are evaluated by the average results of all queries.
B. Determining the quantization levels of visual features
The proposed algorithm is histogram-based method, how to determine the quantization levels of visual features is an important problem. Our algorithm is adopted HSV color space for color quantization because it could mimic human color perception well. Different uniform quantization levels of color, intensity and orientation are used to test the performance of the proposed algorithm.
There may be too many combinations about the quantization levels of color, intensity and orientation. In order to confirm the best quantization levels, the quantization levels of color from 54 to 180 bins, the quantization levels of intensity is from 16 to 64 bins, the quantization levels of orientation is from 18 to 60 bins. As can be seen from figure 3 , when ( ) = 16 , ( ) =54 and bin(ori) =36, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is more than 47%. If ( ) =32, ( ) =108 , when the quantization levels of orientation ( ) ∈ { 36,45,60}, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is more than 47%, whereas in the case of ( ) =64 , the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is below 47%. It is very important that selecting proper vector dimensions which obtain good retrieval performance while not requiring a great amount of storage space and computation burdens.
In order to obtain the best trade-off between the performance and vector dimension, we think that ( )=16 , ( )=54 and ( ) = 36 are more suitable for the proposed algorithm in HSV color space。
C. Performance comparisons
In order to implement performance comparisons, our prior works are adopted. They are multi-texton histogram (MTH) [16] and color difference histogram (CDH) [17] . Both of them are developed for content-based image retrieval. As can be seen from figure 4, the performance of the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms our prior works according to the results of precision and recall. Color, intensity and orientation are important features in the image representation. Multi-texton histogram encodes color and edge orientation as feature representation [16] . Color difference histogram is the concatenation of three special histograms types involving color, intensity and orientation information [17] . Intuitively, both Multitexton histogram and color difference histogram have the discrimination power of color, texture and shape features. Figure 4 have shown two retrieval examples on GHIM-10K dataset.
Nevertheless, the most important factors ignored by multi-texton histogram and color difference histogram are the simulation of visual attention mechanism and embedding saliency information into features representation. This ignoring will inevitably weaken the discrimination power [22] . As mentioned before, the visual attention mechanisms can help Humans to quickly recognize the conspicuity object in an image or a scene, and this mechanism can made human pay more attention to the conspicuity areas and to discard the unimportant areas. The proposed algorithm has contained this function to some extent. Besides, this framework can encode color, intensity, orientation and saliency information as natural image feature through a series of processes, thus the discrimination power of our algorithm has greatly improved. For these reasons, the proposed algorithm can obtain better performances than color difference histogram and multi-texton histogram.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a novel content-based image retrieval framework to encode the primary visual features and saliency information as natural image features by simulating visual attention mechanism and using the conditional probability.
In this framework, color volume is used as a novel visual feature to detect saliency areas and then the prior probability is used to distinguish the grade of saliency areas. Besides, a novel generalized saliency feature representation method, namely the conditional probability histogram, is proposed to describe natural image features. Experimental results indicate that the performances of the prior probability histogram outperform multi-texton histogram and color difference histogram on both Corel-10k dataset and GHIM-10k dataset.
